Background. Because of the increasing dysplasia rate in the lifelong course of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) patients, it is imperative to characterize the crosstalk between IBD and colorectal cancer (CRC). However, there have been no reports revealing the occurrence of the ceRNA network in IBD-related CRC. Methods. In this study, we conducted gene expression profile studies of databases and performed an integrated analysis to detect the potential of lncRNA-miRNAmRNA ceRNA in regulating disease transformation. R packages were used to screen differentially expressed mRNA, lncRNA and miRNA among CRC, IBD and normal tissue. The lncRNA-miRNA-mRNA network was constructed based on predicted miRNA-targeted lncRNAs and miRNA-targeted mRNAs. Functional analyses were then conducted to identify genes involved in the ceRNA network, and key lncRNAs were evaluated based on several clinical outcomes. Results. A total of three lncRNAs, 15 miRNAs, and 138 mRNAs were identified as potential mediators in the pathophysiological processes of IBD-related CRC. Gene Ontology annotation enrichment analysis confirmed that the dysplasia process was strongly associated with immune response, response to lipopolysaccharide, and inflammatory response. Survival analysis showed that LINC01106 (HR = 1.7; p < 0.05) were strongly associated with overall survival of colorectal cancer patients. The current study identified a series of IBD-related mRNAs, miRNA, and lncRNAs, and highlighted the important role of ceRNAs in the pathogenesis of IBD-related CRC. Among them, the LINC01106-miRNA-mRNA axis was identified as vital targets for further research.
INTRODUCTION
Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) includes ulcerative colitis (UC) and Crohn's disease (CD), and is a chronic and incurable inflammatory disorder most frequently affecting the gastrointestinal tract. The main pathological changes of IBD involve intestinal fibrosis, abscesses, fistulas, and ulcers (Baumgart & Sandborn, 2012; Danese & Fiocchi, 2011) . According to a report by Kappelman in 2007 in the United States, the prevalence of CD and UC in children <20 years of age was 43 and 28 per 100,000, respectively, while among adults the prevalence was 201 and 238 per 100,000, respectively (Kappelman et al., 2007) . In Europe, the prevalence of IBD ranged from 3-7 cases for CD and 4-11 cases for UC per 100,000 (Vegh, Kurti & Lakatos, 2017) . The prevalence has also been reported to vary widely in Asian countries (6.5-121 per 100,000) (Ng et al., 2013; Thia et al., 2008) . The etiology and pathogenesis of IBD still remain unclear, and abnormal immune regulation, gut commensal microbes, gastrointestinal environmental factors, and genetic susceptibility are commonly cited as key factors (Khor, Gardet & Xavier, 2011) . A recent study has also reported that IBD is still a global disease with an accelerating incidence in newly industrialized countries (Ng et al., 2018) . Patients with IBD need a lifelong course of drugs, which results in immense financial and psychological burdens to patients and their families.
IBD is a significant risk factor for colorectal cancer (CRC). In 2001, by summarizing 116 studies of the relationships between IBD and CRC, Eaden, Abrams & Mayberry (2001) concluded that the overall prevalence of CRC was 3.7% in UC patients. Another metaanalysis reported the prevalence of UC-associated CRC as 0.85%, which was elevated to nearly 14% at 30 years in those with long-standing extensive colitis (Bopanna et al., 2017) . Comparable findings have been demonstrated in CD and the reported incidence was 8% at 22 years. Similarly, the cumulative risk of CRC in CD was reported as 0.3%, 1.6%, and 2.4% at 5, 15, and 25 years after diagnosis (Shawki et al., 2018) . Furthermore, IBD-associated CRC patients exhibit differences both in chemotherapeutic and clinical outcomes (Axelrad et al., 2017) .
The competing endogenous RNA (ceRNA) hypothesis provides a better understanding of tumorigenesis (Salmena et al., 2011; Wee et al., 2012) . LncRNAs contain miRNA-response elements, which function as ceRNAs, interacting with miRNAs to indirectly regulate mRNAs. The molecular pathogenesis of IBD-associated CRC has been widely reported in recent studies. Kameyama et al. (2018) reported similar genomic alterations between samples obtained from CRC and colitis-associated colorectal cancer, except for some distinct variations in the times and frequencies. Although an expanding number of miRNAs and lncRNAs have been shown to play a role in IBD-induced CRC, few of them reported comprehensive lncRNA-mRNA-miRNA ceRNA networks during disease development (Josse & Bours, 2016; Kanaan et al., 2012; Lewis et al., 2017; Svrcek et al., 2013; Zhu et al., 2016) .
In the present study, we identified a potential ceRNA network and characterized the potential mechanism during IBD-related CRC using bioinformatic analysis. We examined differentially expressed genes (DEGs) among CRC (or IBD related neoplasia), IBD and
Differential gene expression analyses
We analyzed the CRC/Neoplasia vs IBD groups and IBD vs Normal groups to identify the DEGs in GSE10714 and GSE4183, and differential expressed miRNAs (DE-miRNA) in GSE68306 by utilizing The Linear Models for Microarray data (LIMMA) package (Ritchie et al., 2015) , which included lmFit, eBayes, and topTable functions. P < 0.05 and | log2-fold change |>1 were used as the cut-off criteria. The DEG screening between tumor tissue and normal tissue in COAD dataset was performed using the GEPIA (Tang et al., 2017) website with the same criteria by using LIMMA method, and their transcript biotypes were annotated using the bioMart package in R. DE-miRNAs in CRC vs Normal were screened by LIMMA in R with the same criteria as before based on COAD miRNA stem loop expression profile. 
Constructing the ceRNA network
Along with identified differential expressed mRNAs, lncRNAs and miRNA, we constructed the ceRNA network as follows. 1. To predict the miRNA-targeted lncRNAs, we used DIANA-LncBase version 2 (http://carolina.imis.athena-innovation.gr/), starBase (http://starbase.sysu.edu.cn/) (Li et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2011) , and RAID version 2.0 (http: //www.rna-society.org/raid/) (Yi et al., 2016) to analyze interactions between lncRNAs and miRNAs. 2. To identify the miRNA-targeted mRNAs, we used DIANA-TarBase version 8 (http://carolina.imis.athena-innovation.gr/) and TargetScan (http://www.targetscan.org/). 3. To construct and visualize the LncRNA-miRNA-mRNA network, Cytoscape 3.7.0 software was used to construct and visualize the ceRNA network as well as its core network according to synergic expression of mRNA and lncRNA.
Functional analyses
GO annotation, including molecular function, cell component and biological process, and KEGG, summarizing genomes, biological pathways and health information, were used to clarify the potential role of the DEGs in the ceRNA network. The functional analysis was conducted using DAVID (Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery, version 6.8) (Huang, Sherman & Lempicki, 2008a; Huang, Sherman & Lempicki, 2008b) , with P < 0.05 used as a cut off. The upstream transcription factors enriched for these DEGs were calculated using the UCSC Genome Browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu/). We constructed a PPI network for the DEGs using STRING (Szklarczyk et al., 2018) , an online functional protein association network tool, to detect potential relationships among the DEGs with confidence scores ≥ 0.4 and a maximum number of interactors of one.
The CentiScaPe plugin (Scardoni et al.) was used to determine the characteristics of each node in the PPI network, which assigned each gene a degree score, the simplest topological index, allowing for immediate evaluation of the average number of edges (interactions) incident to the node.
Survival analysis
Because lncRNAs listed in the ceRNA network can potentially regulate mRNA expression by sponging related miRNA, they are identified as pivotal genes in the network. LncRNAs correlations with stage expressions and patient survival were featured in GEPIA based on available TCGA patient survival data incuding COAD and READ datasets and KaplanMeier survival analysis is applied to generate overall and disease-free survival plots online.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using R studio. Expression Data were shown as mean ± SD. Paired sample t test, one-way ANOVA test, and the rank-sum test were flexibly used in different experiments. A 2-tailed P value less than 0.05 was considered to be statistical significant.
RESULTS

Data distribution analyses and DEG screening
In GSE10714 and GSE4183, a total of 54,675 genes were detected in 17 samples. The expression values and the distributions were similar between the three groups in each dataset (Figs. S1A, and S1D for GSE10714; Figs. S1B, and S1E for GSE4183). These data distribution analyses showed that the two GEO datasets were qualified for further bioinformatics analyses. In GSE68306 miRNA array dataset, a total of 654 miRNAs were detected in 36 samples. Among them, samples Normal 12-16, IBD 8-9, and Neoplasia 9-11 were ruled out because data distribution of these samples were quite different from others in the same group (Fig. S1F ). The expression density of three groups in GSE68306 is similar after filtration (Fig. S1C ). Following data processing using LIMMA, we identified 2,179 DEGs, 1,291 DEGs, and 74 DE-miRNAs in the CRC/Neoplasia group vs. the IBD group for GSE10714 ( Fig. 2A) , GSE4183 ( Fig. 2B ) and GSE68306 ( Fig. 2C ), respectively; meanwhile, 1765 DEGs, 2265 DEGs and 72 DE-miRNAs were identified in the IBD group vs. the Normal group for GSE10714 (Fig. 2E) , GSE4183 ( Fig. 2F ) and GSE68306 (Fig. 2G) , respectively. According to GEPIA, 5,372 DEGs in the CRC group vs. the Normal group were obtained with the same cut-off criteria. Also, 341 DE-miRNAs in the CRC group vs. the Normal group were identified by R based on COAD miRNA expression profile (Fig. 2D ). Repetitive genes with different probes and these predicted genes without official gene symbol or transcript annotation in NCBI or Ensembl were removed in the following analysis.
Disease progression associated DEGs
In our study, we meant to compare the differences between IBD and CRC to figure out potential genomic change that contribute to the disease progression from IBD to CRC. Also, we need to make sure these DEGs are both significantly differential expressed in CRC vs. Normal comparison and IBD vs. Normal comparison which make sense that they are involved in the development of tumorigenesis. By intersection using three comparisons (CRC/Neoplasia vs. IBD, IBD vs. Normal and CRC vs Normal) and combining data in two intersections(Figs. 2H and 2I), we identified a total of 187 DEGs as the IBD-related DEGs, including four lncRNAs and 183 mRNAs. Hierarchical clustering of the identified DEGs is displayed as a heat map to show the gene clusters sharing similar expression change among CRC, IBD and normal tissue ( Fig. 2K ) which indicated that most of DEGs are higher expressed in IBD than CRC. By intersection using three comparisons of miRNA data, 29 miRNAs are recognized (Fig. 2J ). The information for these DEGs, DE-miRNAs and heatmap expression data was shown in Tables S1-S9 . 
Construction of the ceRNA network
The lncRNA-miRNA-mRNA network was then constructed following the steps listed in the Materials and Methods, which contained three lncRNA, 15 miRNAs, and 138 mRNA (Fig. 3A) . CeRNA is said to act as a sponge for miRNAs and free mRNA from miRNA binding. Therefore, a core ceRNA network was extracted including synergic expressed mRNA and lncRNA but divergent expressed miRNAs, and shown in Fig. 3B . These three lncRNAs in Fig. 3A were termed key ceRNAs. The interactions and nodes information in ceRNA network were shown in Tables S10 and S11, respectively.
Functional analyses
To explore the functional significance and potential regulators of the mRNAs involved in the ceRNA network, GO annotation and KEGG pathway enrichment analyses were conducted. Figure 4A shows that ceRNAs may affect the transformation from IBD to CRC by regulating the immune response, response to lipopolysaccharide and inflammatory response in biological processes. Significant cellular component terms revealed that proteins coded by these mRNAs were mainly located in the perinuclear region of cytoplasm. The top three molecular functions identified were protein homodimerization, receptor binding, and receptor activity. As for KEGG pathway enrichment, the ceRNA relevant mRNAs were mostly enriched in complement and coagulation cascades, cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction, and osteoclast differentiation (Fig. 4B) . The detailed genes involved in each term are listed in the Tables 1 and 2 . Construction of protein-protein interaction networks among these genes was conducted based on String in Cytoscape. The centrality degree of each node was evaluated by the CentiScape plugin. Twenty-six genes were defined as hub genes with the criterion, degree >5, including STAT1, MMP9, CXCL10, CSF1, CXCL1, CXCL9, IL1R1, IL1RN, CXCL11, PSMB9 and so on (Table S12) . Among them, STAT1, MMP9, and CXCL10 were the top three nodes centralized in net with the largest size (Fig. 5) .
Enrichment analyses of transcription factors (TFs) of upstream DEGs in the ceRNA network indicated that inflammatory bowel disease (JUN, NFKB1, STAT1, STAT3 and GATA6) and pathways in cancer (CCDC6, CEBPA, JUN, NFKB1, NKX31, PPARG, RUNX1, STAT1, STAT3, STAT5A, and STAT5B) were included in the KEGG pathway list ( Fig. 6A and Table 3 ). The number of DEGs in each TF is shown as a histogram in Fig. 6B . JUN (also known as AP1) and NFKB1 regulated more than 50% of the genes in the list. The DEGs targeted by TFs were listed in Table S13 .
Survival analysis for ceRNA
The expressions of three ceRNA from the TCGA dataset were plotted to reveal differences among Stages I-IV (Figs. 7A, 7C and 7E). None of them was significantly differently expressed in the higher stage (p > 0.05). Survival analysis showed that LINC01106 ( Fig. 7B ; HR = 1.7; p < 0.05) was strongly associated with overall survival of CRC patients.
DISCUSSION
In the current study, we used bioinformatic analysis to identify IBD-related CRC mRNAs and lncRNAs based on the published database obtained from the GEO and TCGA. By constructing a lncRNA-miRNA-mRNA network, a total of three lncRNAs, 15 miRNAs, and 138 mRNAs were identified as potential mediators in the pathophysiological processes of IBD-related CRC. Moreover, we also performed functional analyses to investigate the potential biological functions and pathways involved in the disease progression from IBD to CRC.
According to our GO annotation results, DEGs included in ceRNA network, could regulate the IBD-related CRC through involvement in the regulation of the immune response, response to lipopolysaccharide (LPS), and inflammation. The immune response was shown to play an important role in the pathogenesis of IBD. LPS was well known as a TLR4 activator (Chowdhury, Sacks & Sheerin, 2006) . As an important mediator involved in the host immune response, TLR4 is overexpressed in inflammation-associated colorectal neoplasia tissues, and contributes to the production of inflammatory factors in chronic colitis. Moreover, TLR4-deficient mice exhibit lower rates of colonic polyps (Fukata et al., 2007) . Together, these results showed a critical role for the TLR4-mediated immune response in the tumorigenesis of colitis-associated CRC. Conversely, Lowe et al. reported that mice with colitis-associated colorectal cancer deficient in TLR2 easily developed significantly more and larger colorectal tumors compared with wild-type mice, together with increased expressions of IL-6, IL-17A, and phospho-STAT3 (Lowe et al., 2010) . Inflammation was also widely reported in IBD-related CRC. Necrosis and regeneration of intestinal mucosa were the main pathological changes of IBD. Longer-duration chronic inflammation in IBD could lead to the abnormal regulation of the immune system (Kuraishy, Karin & Grivennikov, 2011) . A number of proinflammatory pathways have been recently identified in inflammation-associated tumor development (Long, Lundsmith & Hamilton, 2017) . Specific molecular signaling pathways such as NF-κB, has been implicated in the carcinogenesis of IBD-related CRC. NF-κB has been identified as a key upstream TF in regulating DEGs from ceRNA and NF-κB related pathway, a downstream part of LPS/TLR4, is highly enriched and popped up in KEGG pathway enrichment analysis. Deletion of IKKβ in intestinal epithelial cells decreased the incidence of colitis-associated cancer in the colitis-associated mouse cancer model (Greten et al., 2004) . IL-6/STAT3 was also demonstrated to be involved in metabolic reprogramming, to promote the progression from chronic colitis to CRC (Qu et al., 2017) , and the COX-2/PGE2 pathway was also shown to contribute to inflammation and carcinogenesis in IBD. Overexpression of COX-2 was observed in UC-associated neoplasia at both the gene and protein levels ( Agoff et al., 2000) . Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor δ (PPARδ) was shown to exert an important role in chronic inflammation and pathophysiological processes of CRC via the COX-2/PGE2 pathway (Wang & DuBois, 2010; Wang et al., 2014) . In vivo studies showed that PPAR δ was necessary for the production of proinflammatory mediators, such as chemokines, cytokines, COX-2, and PGE2, which led to colitis-associated tumor growth (Wang et al., 2014) . In general, these immune response and inflammatory response-related hub genes identified in our study, including CXCL10, CSF1, CXCL1, CXCL9, IL1R1, IL1RN, CXCL11, FCGR1A, CXCL2 and GBP2 (centrality degree >10), deserve further research and discussion. Interestingly, all these genes are downregulated in CRC vs. IBD group, while they are all higher expressed in CRC and IBD compared to normal tissue. It seems that they are dynamically regulated according to the necessity of tumorigenesis process. Further research need be done to indicate the potential function of these genes in IBD related CRC. We also identified three key ceRNAs, DPP10-AS1, DIO3OS and LINC01106, which were not ascertained in previous studies. Among them, LINC01106 is the only ceRNA related to overall survival of CRC patients. LIN01106 contained a transcript of 2204 bp with two exons located on chromosome 2q13. However, few studies have been conducted on the function of LINC01106. Our results showed intimate interactions between LINC01106 and miRNAs, such as MIR651, MIR193A, MIR140, MIR214, MIR34A, and MIR130A. Among them, MIR193A is a popular miRNA in scientific research and stands out for its divergent expression change in CRC vs. IBD relative to LINC01106 as well as its mRNA targets in the core ceRNA network. MIR193A, located on 17q11.2, has been widely found to be dysregulated in tumor progression. Lower expression of MIR193A was observed in human aldosterone-producing adrenocortical adenomas, and was functioned as a tumor suppressor by targeting and restraining CYP11B2 expression both at mRNA and protein level (Zhang et al., 2018) . Another group demonstrated that MIR193A played an important role in the regulation of gastric cancer. Both gastric cell lines and human gastric tumors contained decreased levels of MIR193A. In addition, an in vitro study showed that upregulating MIR193A decreased tumor cell proliferation and migration, at least partly, by directly targeting cyclin D1 (CCND1) and ETS proto-oncogene 1 (ETS1) expression (Chou et al., 2018) . Moreover, LINC00152, a lncRNA overexpressed in gastric cancer, was proved to sponge MIR193A to increase MCL1 expression thereby promoting cells proliferation . In ovarian cancer, MIR193A is silenced by methylated modification and down regulation of MIR193A expression promotes tumor aggressiveness by losing function of targeting GRB7 and MAPK/ERK pathways (Chen et al., 2018) . Similar results were gained by another research that MIR193A is downregulated in metastatic prostate cancer and is involved in HOTAIR/EZH2/miR-193a feedback loop to exert a tumor suppressive function in prostate cancer (Ling et al., 2017) . But, contradictorily, MIR193A increases the ability of chemoresistance in prostate cancer cell. MIR193A is noticed to be upregulated in prostate cancer tissues and cell lines, with significant suppression of cell apoptosis induced by oxidative stress by targeting Bach2 (Yang et al., 2017) . The role of MIR193a in colorectal cancer and inflammatory bowel disease has also been broadly explored. In 2014, researchers demonstrated that MIR93A is downregulated in CRC to promote lymph node metastasis and result in poor survival (Zhang et al., 2014) . In addition, MIR193A was evidenced to target and down regulate colonic PepT1, which reduced intestinal inflammation in response to microbiota (Dai et al., 2015) . Another study confirms the tumor suppressor roles of MIR193A by perturbing KRAS function in colorectal adenocarcinoma, including reducing cell proliferation, increasing apoptosis, and inhibiting epithelial-mesenchymal transition (Mamoori et al., 2018) . Moreover, MIR193A is revealed to be downregulated in ulcerative colitis neoplasia and promote tumorigenesis by releasing its control for IL17RD expression (Pekow et al., 2017) . Considering the important roles of miRNAs in the development of CRC, we propose that our future research should therefore focus on the LINC01106-associated pathway and potential miRNA targets, especially MIR193A. Our current study is based on published GEO datasets and TCGA COAD dataset. A limitation of the research is that we failed to enroll relevant mRNA, lncRNA, and microRNA by comparing IBD-induced CRC and IBD directly since it's hard to find qualified data. We are trying to collect such kind of samples from clinical patients and will do the validation research in the future.
CONCLUSIONS
The present study identified a series of IBD-related mRNAs and lncRNAs that were potential mediators in the disease development from IBD to CRC. Using a series of bioinformatics analyses, lncRNA LINC01106, DPP10-AS1, and DIO3OS were identified, which were strongly associated with IBD-related CRC. By constructing a ceRNA network with lncRNAs, miRNAs, and mRNAs, we identified the links between these three RNA species. Further functional analyses suggested a potential mechanism through which these ceRNAs mediated tumorigenesis. Our results emphasized the important role of ceRNAs in the pathogenesis of IBD-related CRC, although more research is necessary to confirm our findings.
